She Dabbles in
Women's Real Stories of Strength,
Resilience, and Love

She Dabbles in
Mission
Objectives

Inspire more women to share their personal stories by
providing a platform that fosters understanding and
tolerance
Create an inclusive platform that represents the
views and needs of women from all different
backgrounds
Support women in sharing their personal
stories on the issues that matter most to them
Encourage a place for women to share their
reasoned voices without fear of judgement or
shame
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hannagrace617@gmail.com

She Dabbles in
Guest Submissions
She Dabbles in is an inclusive platform that values honesty, love, and tolerance. We strive to
cultivate a space where reasoned voices can be heard without fear of judgment or shame.
Currently, there are many unknowns when it comes to women’s issues and during these challenging
times your voice and your story matter most. We want to help you use your voice to amplify what’s at
stake for women everywhere.
However, we know writing can be hard and uncomfortable at times, but we’re here to help! When
writing for She Dabbles in, the only requirement is to be yourself. Don’t worry about grammar, typos
or length, just let your authentic voice come through on paper. We will never judge—only assist in
helping you make your blog exactly what you want it to be.
Below are some tips that can help you get your story started. Also, never hesitate to ask questions or
reach out for help.
Use the inspiration as it comes to you
More times than not, the pieces we loved the most were the ones we weren’t planning on writing.
Inspiration might just hit while walking to work or listening to a song. When that moment happens,
grab a pen and pad, or your notes app on your phone, and start writing!
Don’t force a story for the sake of frequency or timeliness, but do be ready for when that inspirational
moment hits.
Try free writing
Put pen to paper without thinking twice! Just sit down and start writing and pass no judgment. Just
write what comes to you and edit later.
Write the ending first
A lot of the time we know how we want a story to end before we know how it should begin. So start
from what you know, the end, and work your way backward.
Love yourself and what you write
We aren’t trying to win a Pulitzer Prize and we certainly aren’t comparing or rating stories.
Everyone’s stories and voices are unique and that’s what we’re here to celebrate. So you do you!
Send stories to hannagrace617@gmail.com

